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WAGZ™ TO BRING A COMPLETELY CONNECTED PET LIFESTYLE TO GLOBAL PET EXPO
“Dog Nerds” Will Showcase Family of Smart Pet Products That Use One App to Eliminate 100 Worries
PORTSMOUTH, March 15, 2018 – Wagz™ Inc., the company working to transform pet living, will be exhibiting its
innovative new line of smart pet solutions at the Global Pet Expo (GPE) in Orlando, Florida, taking place March
21-23, 2018.
More than just smart pet products, Wagz™ offers an integrated line of practical solutions that make it easier for
pet owners to deliver the best life for their best friends – all through one simple app. At the heart of the Wagz™
system is a smart dog collar, which connects with a suite of products including a smart dog feeder, smart dog
door, smart treat dispenser, smart water dish and more.
The self-proclaimed “dog nerds” are using proprietary technologies to make it easy for pet owners to locate
their dog, let them come and go from the home, get the right nutrition for their activity level and more.
“At Wagz™, we know pet owners don’t need smart gizmos or tons of different apps. They need practical
solutions that connect them to their pet, whether they are together or apart,” said Terry Anderton, CEO of
Wagz™, Inc. “That’s why we’ve created a completely connected line of products that work together to let you
know how much activity your dog is getting, if they’re properly nourished and hydrated, and if they’re behaving.
It’s about providing dogs with more freedom and a deeper connection with their human parents.”
Wagz™ showcased their products in January at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas. The brand is
unveiling its greater vision at Booth 3607 at Global Pet Expo, the pet industry’s largest annual trade show.
“We are excited to be bringing our “More Wagz. Less Worries” story to Global Pet Expo,” said Anderton. “Our
technologies are first of their kind and will make a real difference for people and pets. We are thrilled to get
them in front of a pet-loving audience at GPE.”
ABOUT WAGZ, Inc.
The Wagz™ connected pet lifestyle uses first-of-their kind technologies to build the only system that delivers a
completely connected pet lifestyle. We committed ourselves to building a family of products that work together
to cover the most pressing needs of pet parents. Our smart feeders, doors, collars and more deliver a system
that allows you to give your dog newfound freedom, better nutrition, long-lasting health and more attention. It’s
a system built to eliminate hundreds of worries. It works with one simple app. It gives you one very happy pup.
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